
Algorithmic 
Retail:
Unlocking Exponential Value 
for Retailers



Retailers are already applying algorithmic retail to 
marketing and customer segmentation to great effect. 
However, the biggest gains can be achieved by applying 
it to labor-intensive functions which are often at the 
backend. Three factors-focus on CXO priorities, 
functionally integrated organization, and the right 
balance between human ingenuity and machine 
intelligence—are helping retailers unlock signi�cant 
value in unexplored areas such as design and sourcing, 
supply chain, logistics, supplier management, buying, 
merchandising, and store operations.



Unlike other industries, retail needs no crystal ball to see how emerging 
technologies could upend businesses. The future has already arrived thanks 
to retailers such as Alibaba and Amazon. These leading companies feature 
an impressive array of next-generation capabilities—an agile supply chain, 
automated ful�llment centers with fast last-mile delivery capabilities, 
customer-centric assortments, cutting-edge store designs with seamless 
touch-free sensory experiences, and innovative payment options. Bundled 
together, all these help provide a unique customer experience. 

Incumbent retailers recognize that the only way to Amazon-proof their 
business is by turning to technology and machines. On-ground 
observations lead us to believe that even as retailers the world over are 
striving to be future-ready, they are grappling with fundamental issues. For 
instance:

n A whopping 80% of shelf resets result in zero or negative category 
performance

n Approximately 70% of items don't break even on promotion
n Over 50% key value items are overpriced as compared to the 

competition

Solving these tough business challenges requires a tectonic shift in the way 
retailers do business. Retailers can unlock exponential value by using the 
combinatorial power of new age solutions to create automated, intelligent, 

TMand autonomous enterprises. We call this approach Algo Retail . A better 
understanding of how this approach can be applied to labor-intensive 
operations can help executives determine how and where to get started.



The Big Gains are not in 
the Obvious Areas
The most celebrated examples of arti�cial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning applications in retail have been in areas such as personalization, 
marketing, and online search and commerce. However, companies can 
achieve much bigger gains by applying algorithmic retail to areas such as 
design and sourcing, supply chain, logistics, supplier management, buying, 
merchandising, and store operations. The gains can be attributed to the key 
dimensions of Algo Retail: achieving a transformation guided by CXO 
priorities; building a functionally integrated organization through the 
orchestration of data, logistics, offline, and online into a single value chain; 
and �nding the right balance between human ingenuity and machine 
intelligence. The following case examples highlight the dramatic gains from 
using this approach to algorithmic retailing.

Fashion: 
Retailers such as Amazon, Forever21, H&M, Vilando, and Zara have 
disrupted fashion retailing by making it fast and furious. These companies 
have massively cut the time to go from “design to rack” from 18 months to 
45 days; increased the number of seasons from 2 to 52; and dramatically 
reduced shelf lives. Indeed, almost 40% of the weekly assortments at these 
retailers comprise fresh stock. As a result, shorter product lead times are a 
top priority in retail today. This goal can be achieved only by compressing 
the time taken to analyze trends, test products, negotiate with vendors, and 
manufacture goods. 

Retailers can shorten the design-to-rack cycle by using AI to extract 
attributes from images to identify item linkages. These tools can also be 
used to perform historical analysis of supplier and factory capacity to 
reduce sourcing and sampling time. Chatbots can automate vendor 
negotiations at a granular level by processing a complex web of 
information to determine the right price for buying. Algorithmic retailing 
can also be used to reduce item returns by creating style pro�les based on 
past customer behavior and returns analysis, and using AI stylists to offer 
personalized �tting recommendations. 



Merchandising: 
Traditionally, assortment planning involved deciding which items to keep in 
which store to justify the long tail. Today, with the proliferation of SKUs both 
online and in store, the onus is on the merchants to make myriad 
meaningful and pro�table decisions every day at a granular level such as 
which products to stock, what item prices to recommend, how much space 
to assign to each category, and how to complete the basket across 
channels. The CMO's top priority today is to be able to deconstruct sales, 
understand the factors that in�uence individual sales, and analyze missed 
opportunities. For example, retailers can identify items that a customer 
needs but is not buying and then complete the basket by providing an 
analysis of the shopper's path to purchase, assortment of items from 
competitors, and market share. 

In the context of pricing, retailers can move from a reactive, ‘pricing for 
product’ approach to preemptive, ‘pricing for customer’ updates through 
the use of image recognition technologies, online bots, and crowd sourcing. 
They can choose where to automate processes entirely and where the 
interplay of art and science will produce the best results. For example, in the 
pricing process, the strategy is decided by humans. They decide whether 
they want to match prices to a competitor or set prices higher or lower. 
Then algorithms—the science—are used to determine the best possible 
price that will allow retailers to execute their strategy competitively.

Apart from pricing, algorithmic retail is likely to be a game changer for 
store-level localization of assortments. It can consider factors such as 
weather, traffic, competition, proximity, and customer behavior and help 
identify their impact on sales. Further, it can help establish a relationship 
between space and sales and potentially unlock valuable insights to aid 
prudent decisions about space, assortment, pricing, buying, and 
promotions.

Stores: 
With stores continuing to be the most important and closest customer 
touch point, it is critical to create interconnected customer experiences 
while improving efficiency of store operations by optimizing cost and 
efficiency levers. RFID and sensor technologies have already disrupted in-
store checkout, with Amazon Go's cashier-less stores setting a new 
standard. However, store operations are still fraught with challenges such as 
larger store formats, low associate productivity, increasing labor costs, and 
fraud.

Larger store sizes and a phenomenal increase in the number of SKUs 
notwithstanding, retail operations have many routine mundane activities 
that are a drag on productivity. Retailers can transform store operations by 
freeing up employee time to focus on higher-value, customer-facing 
activities. For example, computer vision and image recognition are breaking 
new ground in gap scan, stock checks, safety compliance, and planogram 
compliance. Meanwhile, video analytics and processing can be used to 
detect fraud with greater accuracy.



Supply Chain: 
The traditional approach to inventory availability involves the sequential 
optimization of potential orders. After determining the quantity based on 
store-level attributes, orders are optimized to align with warehouse 
operations and transportation capacity. In such cases, transport or 
warehouse capacity constraints could still affect on-shelf availability at 
stores-for example, if the system decides to forgo suggested replenishment 
quantities. Similarly, trucks could be loaded with excess goods to fully 
utilize the trailer capacity. Decisions on localized optimization across 
disparate systems are often based on operational capacity without 
considering the sales potential at stores and the impact on upcoming 
orders and delivery schedules. These decisions can have huge implications 
on availability, wastage, and cost to serve. 

Retailers should shift their focus from siloed, sequential optimization to 
multidimensional, concurrent optimization in near real time across stores, 
distribution centers, and transport. With this approach, they can boost 
efficiency by generating smart replenishment orders through improved 
forecast accuracy and end-to-end synchronization across the supply chain.

Current Levels of Adoption
While some retailers have initiated large programs, others have embarked 
on focused business-led programs to implement algorithmic retailing in 
speci�c areas. From our engagements with leading retailers, we have 
noticed three patterns for harnessing algorithmic retail: 

n Scratching the surface: A few retailers are experimenting with 
algorithmic retail for very exclusive use cases such as improving 
efficiency and reducing costs. A leading chain of bookstores, for 
example, is developing an image-processing solution for detecting 
misplaced books. A top food and pharmacy retailer is piloting drones in 
its warehouses to perform physical inventory counts. A leading fashion 
retailer is developing an exclusive global procurement optimization 
solution to reduce its overall lead times.

n Improving core business activities: Some retailers are deploying 
deep learning to improve forecasting accuracy and targeted marketing, 
among other tasks. For example, a leading supermarket chain is aiming 
to improve its forecast accuracy in near real time without 
compromising wastage and cost to serve. 

n Exploring new business models: A general merchandise retailer is 
enhancing its product attributes by completely moving ownership to 
suppliers so that it can focus on value creation such as triage for 
exceptions and proactive planning through control towers for supply 
chain, pricing, and customer services.



A Roadmap to Unlock 
Business Value
Because algorithmic retailing touches functions across the organization, a 
successful effort must re�ect the priorities of top executives, including the 
CEO, COO, and leaders in merchandising, supply chain, marketing, and data. 
Together, this group should shape the direction of the effort and weigh on 
on key milestones. 

However, retailers don't need to develop a comprehensive plan to begin 
generating value with algorithmic retail. The key is to make progress by 
prioritizing use cases and undertaking a few proofs of concept in an 
iterative manner. We recommend a �ve-step approach: 

Conduct a current state analysis. Retailers may already 
have some of the tools and IT infrastructure they need to 
support algorithmic retailing. By assembling a complete 
picture of existing tools, processes, talent, and data, the 
team can uncover gaps that need to be addressed. 

Identify opportunities for improvements. Targeted 
investments can enhance capabilities and implement new 
technologies to enable intelligent, responsive, and 
autonomous operations.

Build the solution. The solution can take the form of 
marketable products, minimum viable products (MVP), 
frameworks, or services. Throughout this process, the 
decision science team that develops the algorithms should 
work closely with the business, explaining each step and 
how the model is being tuned. This collaboration with 
business users to prove the technology and overcome 
skepticism is critical to the success of the overall exercise.

Apply a prioritization framework. Retailers can use 
several criteria to determine which use cases or processes 
to tackle �rst. Each opportunity should be evaluated based 
on its importance to and impact on the business, market 
potential, and the complexity involved in developing a 
bespoke solution.

Create a library of processes and use cases. The team 
should survey retail functions to identify areas that could 
be signi�cantly enhanced with algorithmic retail.



A strong data and analytics foundation, razor focus on CXO priorities, 
orchestrating a single retail value chain, and close collaboration with the 
business are precursors for the success of algorithmic retailing. Retailers 
should also build and train a retail domain model and invest in the right 
talent to capture the full potential of algorithmic retailing.
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